Make a toad hole

You will need
- An old clay flower pot about 20 cm across at the top
- Trowel
- Leaves, moss and mulch

Fancy living somewhere that’s dark, damp and cool? Maybe you don’t, but it’s just what a sleepy toad wants. Make your very own toad abode.

1. Find a spot that’s cool, shady and out of the way. Under a bush is especially good, somewhere where other people won’t find it.

2. Dig a hole about 10 cm deep and as long as your pot. If you can, dig it facing north to south.

3. Tip the pot in the hole on its side so that it’s half buried. The mouth of the pot should face south (out of most strong winds and rain).

4. Half-fill the pot with leaves, moss and mulch and scatter more around the pot. Now wait for a toad to make your pot its daytime home.